GROUP 3 LEADER DIRECTIONS
HEADING WEST OR CLOCKWISE AROUND THE TRAIL
8:30 Leave Jefferson Elementary and drive west through Philomath. Take the left turn onto
Highway 34 towards Waldport. Follow Highway 34 through the real curvy section. Just after
the curvy section ends, look for the sign to Marys Peak on the right as you approach the top of
a long hill. Follow the Forest Service road to the top of Marys Peak. We will meet at the
parking lot at the end of the road. Northwest Forest Pass parking permits are required. The
teachers should have some free passes for you to use, make sure you get one.
9:30 Arrive at the parking lot at Marys Peak. Get your Northwest Forest Pass parking permit
and place it in your car. Get all of your kids out of the car and get them packed and ready to
go. We are only spending 15 minutes here, so the kids need to be focused. Make sure all of
your kids bring everything with them including their field journal, pencils, lunches, water,
sunscreen, and raingear. If you have a kid that requires medication, coordinate with one of the
teachers to take care of this.
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU SHOULD HAVE A TIMEKEEPER (STUDENTS LOVE TO DO
THIS) TO MAKE SURE YOU DON’T SPEND TOO LONG AT OR BETWEEN ANY
ACTIVITIES. ALSO, YOU HAVE TO BE BACK AT THE PARKING LOT BY 1:00 TO 1:10
PM. SKIP THE LAST ACTIVITIES IF REQUIRED TO GET BACK ON TIME.

9:45 Start walking up the gravel road that leaves from the parking lot. It should take about 10
minutes to reach the junction with the trail and the first stop at the Listen And Look area.

9:55 Reach the Listen And Look area, which is on the opposite side (to the east) of the gravel
road from the Meadow Edge Trail. Have the group spread out so that they are some what
isolated from each other (5 or 10 feet) and sit on the grass. This should be about a 5 minute
activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: LISTEN AND LOOK
z For 3 minutes, have the group use all of their senses to experience what is around them.
Have them make brief notes about what they are seeing, hearing, smelling, and feeling.
z For 2 minutes, have the group share what they recorded in their journals.

Looking south east from the trail/road junction

Looking at meadows from the trail/road junction

10:00 Look for a small wooden sign by the road that points to the start of the Meadow Edge
Trail. Take the trail for about 4 minutes to the next stop at the Porcupine Tree. Group 4 will
continue past your group and stop on the trail below the Porcupine Tree for their next student
activity.
10:03 The trail splits and is marked with a small wooden sign on a tree. Follow the trail to the
right or towards the Campground direction on the sign.

Small wooden sign at top of gravel road

First fork in the trail with small wood sign on tree

10:04 Reach the Porcupine Tree. This should be about a 5 minute activity.

STUDENT ACTIVITY: PORCUPINE TREE
AND LICHEN
z Point out the large tree downhill to the
right with many main trunks.
z Ask the group what might have caused the
tree to grow that way?
z Usually this type of growth is caused by a
porcupine climbing a tree and eating the
young tips of the very top of the tree. This
kills the main leader of the tree and a side
branch towards the top of the tree will
become the main leader and start to bend
up and all of the growth up is now in the
side branch. This tree has had this
happen many times.
z Find a piece of lichen on the ground and
show it to the group.
z Ask the group if anyone knows what you
are holding?
z Explain that it is called lichen which is a
type of plant that is made of 90% fungus
and 10% algae. Point out how the lichen
has a green and a dark brown side.
z Ask the group if anyone knows which side
probably has the algae in it?
z Explain that algae is a plant that has
chlorophyll but fungus does not.
Chlorophyll is what makes plants look
green, so the algae gives the lichen its
green color.
z Ask the group if anyone knows which side
was probably facing towards the sun?
z Explain that the side with the algae was
facing the sun so that the algae could use
the sun light to create sugars for energy.

Porcupine tree

Top side of lichen showing algae

10:09 Continue along the trail for about 5
minutes to the next stop at the Wolf Tree.
10:10 The trail splits and is marked with a large
sign with a map. Follow the trail forward (or the
left branch of the fork).
While walking, look for pieces of Noble Fir
branches that have green needles on it to use at
the Wolf Tree stop.
10:14 Reach the Wolf Tree. This should be
about a 10 minute activity.
Second fork in the trail by large trail sign

STUDENT ACTIVITY: NOBLE FIR NEEDLES AND WOLF TREE
z If you found some Noble Fir branches, pass them around to the group. If not, have them
look at young trees in the area.
z Have the group look at the Noble Fir information in their workbook.
z Make sure that they notice the dark green and light green sides of the needles. Both
sides have two stripes (but you can see it much more on the lighter side) that are made
of thousands of tiny openings where the tree breathes in carbon dioxide and out
oxygen.
z Another thing to notice is the “hockey stick” shape of the needle when looking down on a
branch.
z Talk about the stand of Noble Fir on Marys Peak. It is the largest single “pure” stand of
Noble Fir in the world, which is why the area was protected. The Noble Fir prefers
colder, higher elevation, habitat and used to be much more common. But the average
temperature since the last local glaciation period has gotten warmer, so the habitat for
the tree has slowly disappeared.

Top side of Noble Fir needles

Bottom side of Noble Fir needles

z Point out the large tree on the right side of the trail that has many large branches down
low and hanging over the trail. [See picture on the next page]
z Let the group know that this type of tree is commonly referred to as a “wolf” tree.
z Ask the group what might have caused the tree to grow that way?
z Explain that many trees have self-pruning branches. This means that as a tree grows
taller and shades its own lower branches, the lower ones will die and fall off the tree.
This helps the tree conserve energy. Point out how most of the surrounding tree’s lower
branches are relatively small and dead.
z Then explain that sometimes a large disturbance, such as fire or wind, can kill almost all
the trees in a forest, but a few trees still survive. The trees that survive now have much
more sun light that is reaching the sides of the tree. This increase in sun light can
trigger some types of trees to start growing branches on the lower portion of the tree
again. But, sooner or later, the new forest will grow up around the surviving tree and
start shading the lower parts of the tree again. The tree’s branches start to die again
leaving the dead, really large, lower branches on the wolf tree.
z Ask everyone to write a story about how this type of tree was named a “wolf” tree.
z Ask a few students to share their stories, if there is time.
10:24 Continue along the trail for about 4 minutes to the next stop at the Meadow.

Wolf tree from a distance
Wolf tree close up

10:28 Reach the Meadow. This should be about a 10 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY:
MEADOW
z Ask the group about why
the meadow exists. Do
they think it is natural or
human caused?
z The meadows on Marys
Peak are mostly natural.
Remind them about how
much snow Marys Peak
can have (three or four
feet is not unusual).
Point out that wind can
also keep trees from
growing. Ask them if
they think it can be very
windy where the meadow
is at. Point out how few
small trees are out by
Looking west from the meadow.
themselves in the
meadow.
z Talk about the differences between grasses, sedges, and rushes.
z Sedges have triangular stalks or “Sedges haves edges.”
z Grasses have round stalks and the inside of the stalk is hollow.
z Rushes have round stalks and the inside of the stalk is filled with pith.

z Explain how rushes also normally grow in fairly wet places like along streams.
z Have the group look for examples of grasses and sedges. Ask them if they think they
will find any rushes in the meadow?
z Have the group draw pictures of the grass and sedges they found, especially of how the
stems are different. Have them label the pictures.
z Ask a few students to share how they represented the grasses and sedges.
z If you have time, have the group explore a few other features of the meadow, like plants
(braken fern, yarrow, lupine) or what insects are they seeing and hearing? They have
plant identification guides in their field journals.
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Yarrow flower
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10:38 Continue along the trail, past the first switchback, for about 4 minutes to the next stop at
the Engraver Beetle Tree.
10:42 Reach the Engraver Beetle Tree on the right of the trail. It is a snag about 8 inches in
diameter with most of its bark missing. This should be about a 5 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: ENGRAVER BEETLE TREE
z Ask a student to read the section in their field journal about engraver beetles.
z Ask the group which type of beetle listed in their field journal most matches the carvings
on the tree?

Vertical gallery Æ

Bark beetle tree from distance
Horizontal gallery Æ

z For hints, you can mention that since almost all of the surrounding trees are Noble Fir,
the dead tree is probably a Fir tree. Also, mention the main gallery, or deepest cut, is
running horizontal (or across the grain) and the secondary ones are vertical (or with the
grain).
z This most resembles a Fir Engraver beetle.
10:47 Continue along the trail, past the second switchback, for about 9 minutes to the next
stop at the Old Growth Area. Look for a large snag (3 feet diameter and 30 feet tall) covered
with long vertical holes (8 inches wide and 1 to 2 feet long) on the left of the trail.
10:56 Reach the Old Growth Area and stop near the large snag. This should be about a 5
minute activity. [See picture on the next page]
STUDENT ACTIVITY: OLD GROWTH AREA
z Ask the group what looks different about the area below the trail? Mention that this is a
spot that would be considered an old growth area.
z The characteristics that they should notice are the large snags, the large trees laying on
the ground (also called coarse woody debris or nurse logs), the different tree heights (or
layers) showing that there is a wide range of tree ages, and the different types of trees,
such as hemlocks with their drooping tops.
z Ask the group what might have created the large, long, holes in the big snag? You can
tell by the rectangular shape that they were made by Pileated woodpeckers.
z Have the group draw anything that they see. Explain how sketches made in the field are
often used as part of field work for identifying things. Everyone needs to draw for the
entire time period but no one has to share their drawing.
z If you have time, point out the conchs
growing from the side of the large down
tree on the up hill side of the trail. Ask
them if they have ever seen one that has
had a carving made in the bottom, white
side?
z If you have time, have the group identify
some plants. Some common ones in the
area are vanilla leaf, Oregon oxalis, and
bleeding heart.
11:01 Continue along the trail, past the third
switchback, for about 4 minutes to the next stop
at the Fire Scar Tree. Look for a large (3 feet
diameter) live tree with a 8 foot tall triangular
shaped scar on the right of the trail.
11:05 Reach the Fire Scar Tree. This should be
about a 5 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: FIRE SCAR TREE
z Ask the group what they think might have
caused the large, triangular shaped scar
at the base of the tree?
z Ask them if they think it could be from an
animal or fire?.
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z These features are called fire scars and are caused by ground litter building up around
the base of a tree. When a small fire burns through the area, the pile can burn for long
enough to burn into the tree, but not enough the start the whole tree on fire.
z Point out how the edges of the scar are grown over by bark. Scars like this can be used
to determine when a fire happened if you can count the number of tree rings next to the
scar. Some old trees can have many fire scars in them and can be used to determine
the fire history of an area.
11:10 Have the group eat lunch. Let them eat, explore, and visit for 20 minutes. Students
should be reminded to stay on the trail as much as possible.
11:30 Get everyone back on the trail. Continue along the trail for about 5 minutes to the next
stop at the Riparian Area. This is right by Parker Creek where the foot bridge is at.
11:35 Reach the Riparian Area. This should be about a 5 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: RIPARIAN AREA
z Ask the group what is different about the area/
z Make sure they notice the creek and the different plants and shrubs. There is a lot of
elderberry and salmonberry.
z Ask the group if they think there might be different types of animals that live along the
stream versus in the forest?

Elderberry leaves with red berrys

Bridge over Parker Creek at riparian spot

Salmonberrys with thorny stems

z Ask them if they think the large trees laying in the creek are an important feature of the
riparian area?
z The different habitat (water, vegetation, large down trees) all provide a very different
type of habitat that would have many different animals and plants then would be found
in the forest.
z Ask the group how the riparian area might be effected by logging right in the area or
even up slope a bit in the forest? The loss of tree cover, especially near the stream,
would cause the water to heat up more, run faster when it rained, and dry out faster
when it stopped raining.
11:40 Continue along for about 2 minutes to the next stop at the Tree Ring Tree, which is a
fairly new tree that fell across the trail and has a big root wad on one side. This is also about
15 paces before interpretive maker #15.
11:42 Reach the Tree Ring tree. This should be about a 5 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: TREE RINGS
z Ask the group if they know of a way to calculate the age of a tree? [See pictures on
the next page]
z Describe tree rings and refer them to the tree ring section in their field journals. Each
ring is one year of growth and if they look close, they can see a darker section that is
wood that grew during the dryer portion of the year and a lighter section that grew
during the wetter portion. Also called spring and summer wood.
z Break the group into two groups and have them guess how old the tree is. Have each
group count the rings. The tree is about 80 years old.
z Mention that tree ring patterns can be used to estimate growing conditions. Rings that
are closer together indicated worse conditions. Ask them what could cause worse
conditions (drought, disease, small fires that didn’t kill the tree)?
z Ask the groups if they can see any tree ring patterns? There is a group of about 5 rings
at about 30 years ago that are pretty close together at the bottom left portion of the tree.
If you follow the rings around, though, they start to spread out again to more normal
widths. This could be from one side of the tree getting really shaded, but then the
shading stopped for some reason. Also, point out the branch embedded in the tree that
can be seen.

Tree ring logs from distance
Tree ring log close up

Close up showing embedded branch

Close up showing tight ring pattern

11:47 Continue along the trail for about 5 minutes to the next stop at the Root Wad. This is
right by a large trail map sign, is on the right side of the trail, and is a large tree that was blown
over and the roots are sticking up in the air.
11:52 Reach the Root Wad. This should be about a 5 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: ROOT WAD AND LOGGING STUMPS
z Ask the group if they know what they are looking at?
z Point out the root wad.
z Ask the group if the amount of water in the soil right around the tree increased or
decreased after the tree fell? It would have increase a fair amount. A large tree can
take many tens or even hundreds of gallons of water a day out of the soil.
z Ask the group if they think it has ever been logged in the area?
z Point out the two large cut tree stumps on the left side of the trail. They are covered
with moss and a bit hard to see. Point out the flat top surfaces from cutting.
z Mention how a person can “read” the history of an area when they learn to spot signs
like cut tree stumps or snags with big woodpecker holes.

Tree root wad

Old cut tree stump on left of photo

11:57 Continue along the trail for about 2 minutes to the next stop at the Nurse Logs. This is
on the right side of the trail and is just past a cut log that is across the trail. The main nurse log
is off the trail about 20 feet while there is a second one right next to the trail. The second one
is moss covered and is not as distinct as the log that is off trail. Also, if you reach interpretive
sign #1, you have gone about 35 paces too far.
11:59 Reach the Nurse Logs. This should be about a 10 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: NURSE LOGS AND LOG GAME
z Point out the nurse log that is off the trail about 20 feet. Ask the group if they notice
anything special about it?
z They should notice that there are young trees growing right out of the log. That’s why its
called a “nurse” log. It is actually pretty rare for a baby tree to be growing right in the
soil. Almost all trees get their start on downed trees.
z Have the kids break up into groups of two and play the nurse log game. Give them each
a card and have them discover the answers to as many of the questions as they can.
The Nurse Log Game Rules
1. Is there bark on the log? Describe it.
2. What kinds of plants are growing on the log? (Examples: Young trees, young
shrubs, wildflowers, mosses, fungi, slime molds, and lichens.)
3. What kinds of animals are on the bark? Under the bark? Inside the log? Under
to log?
4. What do the animals you found appear to by doing? What would you predict
each one eats? Why do you think so?
5. What evidence of animal activity do you see on or around the log?
6. Has the tree been dead a long time or a fairly short time? What makes you think
so?
z At some point, ask the group what one reason might be to explain why trees grow so
much on nurse logs?
z Point out that a nurse log is like a “sponge” and holds water for much longer periods of
time then soil will, allowing plants to grow even when it hasn’t rained in a while. Grab a
hand full of soft duff off the nurse log and squeeze it to show how much water comes
out. You could grab a hand full of soil and squeeze it to show how much water comes
out.

Nurse log Æ
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Nurse logs
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12:09 Continue along the trail for about 7 minutes to the next stop at the Edge Effect area.
This is right by interpretive sign #3.
12:16 Reach the Edge Effect area. This should be about a 5 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: EDGE EFFECT AND MEADOW EDGE
z Point out the group of young trees that are
growing under the old trees and out into
the meadow. Point out how the trees
farther into the forest are shorter while the
ones farther into the meadow are taller.
z Ask the group what they think might
explain the tree size pattern? The trees
farther into the meadow are getting more
sun light and growing faster.
z Have everyone walk out into the meadow.
Have them look around the meadow and
comment on how this meadow is different
and the same as the first meadow they
stopped at. They should notice that there
Small trees on left to large trees on right
are very few sedges. The trees are
growing into the meadow much more,
probably since it is a more shelter area given the normal wind direction (from the
northwest in summer and southwest in winter).
z Have the kids open their field journal to the poem section and write a poem if there is
extra time.
The following are some types of poetry you may wish to try.
CINQUAIN
Cinquain is derived from the French and Spanish words for five. This form of poetry is also
based on syllables – or may be based on the number of words – but there are always five
lines:
Line 1: Title in two syllables or two words
Line 2: Describe the title in four syllables or words
Line 3: Describe related actions in six syllables or words
Line 4: Describe feelings about the title in eight syllables or words
Line 5: Another name for the title in two syllables or words
Here’s an example of a cinquain poem:
Panther
Black, quiet
Moves quickly to live
Type of endangered animal
Jaguar

HAIKU
A haiku is a Japanese form of poetry consisting of three lines of five, seven, and five syllables
each. Haiku are generally poems that discuss something in nature. A haiku focuses on one
aspect or the object.
Here’s an example of a haiku poem:
Rain falling down fast
The sound as it hits the leaves
Reminds me of home.
WINDSPARK
A windspark poem has five lines with the following pattern:
Line 1: “I dreamed...”
Line 2: “I was …” (something or someone)
Line 3: Where
Line 4: An action
Line 5: How
Here’s an example of a windspark poem:
I dreamed
I was a tree
On a hillside
Playing with the wind
Joyfully.
12:21 Continue along the trail for about 6
minutes to the next stop at the Topographic
Maps area. Have the group go past interpretive
sign #5 and around the switchback and sit on the
grass on the uphill side of the trail.
12:26 Reach the Topographic Maps area. This
should be about a 10 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
z Have the group open their field journals to
the topographic map and air photo
section.
z Ask the group to try to find where they are
using the topographic map. They can
also use the air photos if they want.
z Give them a hint by pointing out the small
steep sided valley they are sitting in. In
front of them they can see the valley
bottom and the opposite side of the
valley. Also, there might be a small
stream flowing through the valley bottom.
Remind them of the trail switchback they
just walked past. How would they find the
valley, stream, or trail on the maps? Can

Huge down tree by topo map spot
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they find these features on the air photo or the topo map (Just the topo map)?
z Point out that a valley on a topo map will look like a series of round bottomed “V” shapes
with the bottom of the “V” pointing up hill. Also, point out the legend on the topo map
and ask them what symbols are used for streams or trails? Ask them if they can find
the switchback on the trail.
z Once they can find the switchback, ask them if it looks like the trail is in a small valley
that has a stream in it (Yes, it is)?
z Ask the group if they can figure out what the elevation is where they are at (Around
3,800 feet)? How about the elevation for the top of Marys Peak (4,097 feet)?
z Ask the group if they can find the parking lot? How about the gravel road they walked
on up from the parking lot?
z Ask the group if they will be walking up hill the rest of the way back to the gravel road
(Yes, they will)? Ask them how many forks in the trail they will pass before they reach
the gravel road (Two forks and no spoons)?
12:36 Continue along the trail for about 7 minutes to a fork in the trail next to a large trail map
sign.
12:43 Reach the fork and large sign. Take the left hand trail and keep going up hill. Continue
on for about 1 minute to the next fork in the trail with a small wood sign on a tree.
12:44 Reach the next fork with the small wood sign. Continue up hill (the left hand fork) for
about 2 minutes to the gravel road.
12:46 Head down the gravel road for about 5 minutes to the large (3 feet across) rock on the
right side of the road for the next stop at the Air Photo area.

IF YOU ARE RUNNING SHORT ON TIME (YOU HAVE TO BE BACK BY
AROUND 1 PM), SKIP THIS LAST ACTIVITY
12:51 Reach the Air Photo area. Have the kids sit down in the grass. This should be about a
5 minute activity.
STUDENT ACTIVITY: AIR PHOTOS
z Have the group open their field journals to
the air photos section. As they find
features on the air photos, have the kids
label them in their journal.
z Ask the group to try to find where they are
using the air photos. Which air photo will
probably work better (The close up of the
top of Marys Peak will)?
z Give them a hint by pointing out the clump
of trees they are sitting by. Can they see
the trees in one of the air photos (Yes,
you can). Also, can they see the gravel
road on the photo (Yes, you can)?
z Ask the group what are the scales for the
two maps (1 inch equals 500 feet and 1
inch equals 2 miles)?

Large rock in meadow

Air photo of just the top of Marys Peak

Air photo of the entire Marys Peak area

z Ask the group what else can they see on the air photos? From the 1:500 feet scale
map, they should notice the parking lot, the building on top of Marys Peak, the stand of
Noble Fir, the campground, and different shadings in the meadows showing different
grass cover. From the 1:2 miles scale map, they should notice the main road, logging
roads, clear cuts, and the stand of Noble Fir on top of Marys Peak.
z If you have time, have the group read the “History of Marys Peak” section of their field
journal.
12:56 Head down the gravel road for about 5 minutes to the parking lot.
1:01 Reach the parking lot. Pass out any snacks and have the kids use the restroom before
leaving for Corvallis.
1:05 Absolute latest time to leave the parking lot for Corvallis.
2:05 Arrive back at Jefferson Elementary.

